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WELCOME

RECRUITMENT IS ABOUT PEOPLE
NOT EMPLOYMENT.”
“My career in the property
industry started by working in an
estate agency. I believe this ‘onthe-job’ foundation has aided in
moulding my business into what
it is today. I then moved into
property recruitment working
on a number of innovative
headhunting projects.
I began to see a need for a
different kind of recruitment,
which focused on long-term
goals rather than quick fixes. After

JOSHUA RAYNER
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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extensive research I identified a
number of key missing services
and specific client needs to create
a recruitment company that truly
focused on ‘people’ rather than
jobs. Since it’s conception I’m
proud of how the company has
built a reputation as one of the
leading companies in property
recruitment for higher graded
employees.
Recruitment is about people
not employment.”

HISTORY

PEOPLE WORTH INVESTING, CAREERS
WORTH DEVELOPING .
At Rayner Personnel we don’t
just look at your needs now
but how to get you to where
you want to be tomorrow. Our
success has been down to our
long-term approach, whether
you are a candidate or an
employer, we create a bespoke
strategy which will effectively
meet your future needs.
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Using an innovative mix of
conventional and previously rarely
used strategies we believe that
we cannot only identify the top
performers/billers in the industry
but to also recruit them for our
clients. We focus on high graded
people, finding them the right
next step towards their career
aspirations. You seek an employee
who will impact favourably on
your bottom line, and this we
will deliver.

MEET THE TEAM
A company is only as good as their team;
our success is because of their success.

Joshua Rayner
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Joshua started his career in estate agency gaining a valuable insight
into the day to day workings of a branch. He then went on to set up two
leading property Headhunting agencies and was involved in a number of
innovative projects for the property industry.
Joshua has placed over 5,000 property professionals from Juniors/
Graduates to CEOs. His ability to search and select exceptional talent has
allowed him to become one of the best recruiters in the industry.

David Platt
FINANCE DIRECTOR
With 25 years property experience David ran a very successful London
Lettings Department before joining Rayner Personnel.

Stacey Cole
EXECUTIVE PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Stacey started her career in retail at the age of 14 working her way up to
Store Manager level at the age of 19 then becoming head of security of
a £5 million pound flagship store. After 15 years within retail Stacey then
went on to become PA to 3 directors within the security industry.
Now Executive PA at Rayner Personnel Stacey has brought her
accountancy knowledge and office management skills to the company,
Stacey is passionate about maintaining standards as back office support
to the Directors and the Sales Team.
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Scott Clarke
RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR SOUTH WEST
With an interest in homes at an early age, Scott got his foot on the
property ladder as soon as he could and began his career in the field
nearly 20 years ago. For the past 15 years he successfully ran his own
estate agency in Spain with six sites across the south coast specialising
in sales, lettings and investments. Armed with a wealth of experience
and an unrivalled knowledge of the area, Scott returned to the UK to
join Rayner Personnel as the director of the South West. Having worked
on both sides of the same coin, Scott now draws on his expertise to
correctly place candidates in the property market.

Vicky Tate
RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR MIDDLESEX
After leaving school Vicky entered into her first customer service position
where she found she had a passion for people and exceeding targets.
Since joining Rayner Personnel in 2013 she has been instrumental in
actively sourcing high calibre candidates and gaining knowledge of the
property industry.

Liam Evans
RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR LONDON
Liam joins us to look after our North & West London clients having
previously been a successful Branch Manager in the region. His
understanding and knowledge of the industry coupled with his honest
and friendly demeanour ensures that both our clients and candidates
expectations are invariably exceeded.
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Guy Hodge FNAEA
RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR SOUTH EAST
Guy’s extensive experience within Residential Estate Agency covers more
than three decades and includes everything up to senior regional roles
within the corporate agency sector. In 1991 Guy set up his own firm,
Lords Estate Agents in Kingston upon Thames, which he eventually sold
23 years later.
His expertise in interviewing and selecting high calibre staff was a key to
the success of the business and helped him develop an understanding
of what is required by employers and personnel departments throughout
the property industry.

Pascale Hodge MARLA
RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR SOUTH EAST
From careers in specialised recruitment and new home sales to
working in the legal profession, Pascale’s job roles have been diverse
and demanding. In 2008 Pascale joined Lords Estate Agents and as a
director was accountable for all aspects of HR within the firm. She was
specifically responsible for recruitment and brings this experience and
expertise to the South East Rayner Personnel franchise.

Ian Hoskins
RECRUITMENT DIRECTOR EAST
Ian has twenty five years experience in sales and sales management
across Estate Agency, Financial Services and Retail Telecommunications
and held senior positions within large corporates and independent
businesses.
Over the years he has recruited, trained and supported top talent to
realise their full potential and grow their careers. These qualities have
delivered rapid business growth and profit performance with Ian smartly
recognising that talented people are the key differentiator.
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BESPOKE HEAD HUNTING SERVICE

RECRUITMENT IS ABOUT PEOPLE
NOT EMPLOYMENT
Your team impact your business
and at Rayner Personnel we
understand the calibre of
professional you are seeking
to employ. The best people
are currently working in the
industry and performing for your
competitors. Our head hunting
service ensures we find the right
quality of candidates that will
seamlessly transition into your
business.
We use the following methods:
• Our own database
• LinkedIn
• League tables
• Mystery shoppers
• Social platforms
• Market intelligence.
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We will produce a portfolio of
carefully selected candidates,
which will include their CV, and
a full profile of the candidates’
career to date. Each candidate is
given the opportunity to produce
a two-minute video presentation.

BESPOKE APPLICANT SERVICE

PEOPLE WORTH INVESTING, CAREERS
WORTH DEVELOPING .
You may know where you want
to be, but how to get there can
be difficult. Not all positions are
advertised, so how do you get
seen in this closed market? At
Rayner Personnel we don’t just
look at your next move but map
a journey that will ensure your
career aspirations will come
to life.
We work with estate agents from
large chains such as Savills to
independents. We see high calibre
applicants who are making a
difference in their company today.
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Our process has been
specifically designed to provide
potential employers with a
real understanding of you as a
candidate. You will be guided
through a series of processes
from advice on creating a CV
that has an impact, to producing
a two-minute video presentation
highlighting your personality
and commitment. We also work
with you to resolve issues and
negotiate packages.

MAKING AN IMPACT – YOUR CV
A CV can often be the first
time you are introduced to a
potential employer so it needs
to have an impact. A great
concise CV can ensure you are
noticed within the portfolio of
applicants and potentially you
are half way there to getting the
job. Your CV needs to sell ‘brand
you’, it needs to be honest and
truly reflect the work you have
done to date, this is the one
time you must ‘sing your
own praises’.

1

CONCENTRATE ON THE ESSENTIALS
•A
 CV must be brief: in most cases one to two pages
are sufficient. In any event, do not exceed three pages.
• If your work experience is limited, describe your
education and training first; highlight work placements
during training.

2

BE CLEAR AND CONCISE
•U
 se short sentences.
•C
 oncentrate on the relevant aspects of your training
and work experience.
•E
 xplain any breaks in your studies or career.

3

ADAPT YOUR CV TO SUIT EACH JOB
•B
 efore sending your CV to an employer, check that it
corresponds to the profile required.
•D
 o not include work experience or training which is
not relevant to the application.
•H
 ighlight your advantages according to the specific
needs of the prospective employer.
•B
 eware: do not artificially inflate your CV; if you do,
you are likely to be found out at interview.
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TAKE CARE OVER THE PRESENTATION
OF YOUR CV
•S
 et out your skills and competences clearly and logically,
so that your advantages stand out.
•P
 ay attention to details such as spelling and punctuation.
•N
 B: Print your CV on white paper. We suggest Arial 10 or
11 pt as the font.
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CHECK YOUR CV ONCE YOU HAVE FILLED IT IN
•R
 emove any spelling mistakes, and ensure it is laid
out clearly and logically.
•H
 ave someone else re-read your CV so you are sure
the content is clear and easy to understand.
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JOB INTER VIEW TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
One of life’s necessary evils
is the job interview. This is the
time where what you said on
paper is brought to life. We
want you to stand out from
the rest of the applicants so
we have put together some
tips and techniques to help
you get the job offer
you want!

RESEARCH
Prior to your interview it is essential to do your research. Knowing and
understanding the company will not only aid you in your interview but show
the employer that you are serious about the role. Before the interview we will
send you a comprehensive document which will tell you everything you need
to know about your potential employer including their dress code.

MAKE AN IMPRESSION
Making a good impression normally starts with your appearance so dress
appropriately, the smarter the better.

PUNCTUALITY
No matter how amazing your interview is, being late will put a negative mark
against your name. Make sure you are prepared and plan to arrive in the area
much earlier than your interview in case of any delays. Check travel reports
to ensure you have left enough time, as we all know there could be road
closures, train cancellations and the wrong leaves on the track.

NERVES
Nerves are natural but don’t let them overcome you. Remember your
interviewer is willing you to succeed and will fully understand your
nervousness. Most importantly don’t forget to breathe!

FIRST IMPRESSION
Nerves are natural but don’t let them overcome you. Remember your
interviewer is willing you to succeed and will fully understand your
nervousness. Most importantly don’t forget to breathe!

SPEAKING CLEARLY AND CONFIDENTLY
Nerves can sometimes affect your speech so it’s important to take a breath
and think before you speak. Listen to each question carefully and make sure
you answer the question and give examples of your experience to support
your answer. One of the biggest mistakes you can make is to answer the
question without actually giving the answer to the question. So stop, think
and make each word count.

TYPICAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Each interviewer is different but we have picked a selection of the more
common questions asked at interviews. Please take the time to read down
the list and give some thought to your answers on the questions that might
be applicable.

Make sure you prepare a
selection of questions to ask
about the role at your interview.
Interviewers will always ask if
you have any questions, not
being prepared will give a poor
last impression.
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•W
 hy are you looking for a new job?
•W
 hat is the reason you left your

•W
 hat is your strength and what

last job?
•H
 ow much do you know about our
Company (this is a common question so impress your interviewer by
checking their web site before your
interview, to familiarise yourself with
their products/services etc)?

•G
 reatest achievement in your

is your weakness?
current/last job?

•W
 hat is your ambition - where
do you see yourself in the next
5/10 years?
•D
 o you prefer to work alone or in
a team environment?

WHO DO WE WORK WITH?
We work with a whole range of estate agencies including:
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OUR PROMISE TO YOU

INVEST IN PEOPLE TODAY – YOU WILL
SEE A RETURN TOMORROW
Our success has been nurtured
through building strong longterm relationships. We believe
it is important to continuously
provide you with a service that
is built on trust, integrity and
reputation. As members of the
Recruitment and Employment
Confederation (REC) we are
proud to commit to their codes
of conduct for recruitment.
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We promise to have:
• Respect for the laws
•R
 espect for honesty and
transparency
• Respect for work relationships
• Respect for diversity
• Respect for safety
•R
 espect for professional
knowledge
•R
 espect for certainty of
engagement
•R
 espect for prompt and
accurate payment
•R
 espect for ethical international
recruitment
•R
 espect for confidentiality
and privacy

0208 0900 086

INFO@RAYNERPERSONNEL.COM
3 Church Street, Bishop’s Stortford,
Hertfordshire, CM23 2LY
RAYNERPERSONNEL.COM

